VACANCY TITLE: Events Photographer
ADMINISTRATIVE CONTACT: Lisa.Friedberg@uwe.ac.uk
EMPLOYMENT TYPE: Volunteer
VACANCY COMMENCEMENT DATE: Immediately
NUMBER OF POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 6-8
JOB LOCATION: Parks and Green Spaces in Neighbourhoods across Bristol

DESCRIPTIVE DETAILS:
We are looking for students with strong photography skills to help document events,
activities, workshops and projects that take place in Bristol’s Parks, Green Spaces
and Neighbourhoods throughout the course of Bristol Green Capital Year 2015.
We want you to capture the energy and enjoyable nature of these events to support
volunteers working for Community Parks Groups to demonstrate the importance of
Parks and Green Spaces in the city and the role that they play in the lives of people
of all ages and with a wide range of interests.
Your photos will contribute to the new digital archive that the Bristol Parkhive
project is creating - which aims to celebrate ALL of Bristol’s Parks and Green Spaces
in 2015. They will also be used by Bristol Parks Groups to promote the work that
they do, and to promote local parks and green spaces across the city on voluntary
groups’ websites & social media, as well as potentially included in a range of
exhibitions that will be run in Neighbourhoods across the city celebrating those
places (e.g. an exhibition of photographs of South Bristol Parks at Knowle West
Media Centre). Additionally, your photographs will be used to support funding
applications by Community Parks Groups volunteers, and to demonstrate the
importance of Parks and Green Spaces in the city to a wide range of stakeholders &
audiences (including local people, politicians, funders etc).
This is a great chance to have your work seen by a wide and varied range of
audiences. It’s also a good opportunity to develop your own professional portfolio,
and gain some great experience in documentary and events photography.
There are many events taking place throughout this year. If you’d like to help
photograph just one of them in the park nearest to your house, or twenty of them in
areas across the city, we’d love to hear from you!

APPLICATION PROCEDURES:
Please send your CV and an email indicating your interest, course, and year
of study, to Lisa Friedberg, Bristol Parkhive Project Coordinator, at

Lisa.Friedberg@uwe.ac.uk
. Please also include a link to an online portfolio
or examples of your work if you have them.

